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Ridley Scott s Blade Runner opened twenty -fiv e y ears ago to scornful critics and a
disappointed public confronted by a moody , v iolent and densely lay ered science
fiction film gov erned by ex istential themes and Marx ist tendencies. Most
journalistic critics found the film s tone aloof, its themes remote and its story too
stark to digest. Although the film was v alorised for its bold and rich production
design and was praised as the cinematic phenomenon of technological artistry ,
Blade Runner was largely condemned and discarded as a curious and ex pensiv e
debacle – full of powerful images y et plagued by inert intellectual rewards. Div erse
American critics such as Pauline Kael and Stanley Kauffmann complained that the
hero s humanism lacked depth and v erv e, and that the story is clouded by confusing
themes. Scott, they said, was far too interested in dev eloping sty le rather than
content, more interested in detailing his sets than dev eloping his script. These v iews
were (and are) unsatisfy ing.
Academic and independent critics, howev er, were more patient in their efforts,
more meditativ e in their appraisals. (1 ) Ov er the y ears, they hav e created a richly
sedimented body of criticism that has settled beneath the flotsam of journalistic
rev iews. Unlike any other effort in recent cinematic history , the critical recov ery of
Blade Runner has been a long and intense affair. This recov ery began unofficially
with Michael Dempsey s literate and sensitiv e critique in Film Quarterl in 1 982. He
greeted Scott s film with a qualified ambiv alence but was enthusiastic about the
film s powerful v isual motifs. A few y ears later, Dav id Desser (1 985) tied Blade
Runner to its literary inheritance, while Susan Doll and Greg Faller (1 986) ex plained
why mov ie rev iewers mishandled this work of avant-garde cinema. By the late
1 980s and early 90s, the mov ement to tax onomize this film still remained strong.
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Critics from div erse disciplines committed themselv es to discussing the film s many
themes. Judith B. Kerman s Retrofitting Blade Runner (1 991 ) collected an
outpouring of interpretations that broadened and ex panded how academics saw
Blade Runner from their own disciplinary spheres. In “Ramble City : Postmodernism
and Blade Runner”, Guiliana Bruno (1 993) applied Fredric Jameson s theory of
pastiche to ex plain Blade Runner s postmodernist v ision. M. Keith Booker (1 994)
included Blade Runner in the canon of dy stopian literature, while Scott Bukatman
(1 993, 97 ) and Paul M. Sammon (1 996, 99) ex plained in separate accounts the
contemporary artistic influences on the film s meticulously detailed production
design. Two y ears ago, Will Brooker s The Blade Runner E perience (2005) focused
its critical light on the objects created in the penumbras of the film, such as games,
v ary ing DV D v ersions of the film, a bookish sequel and academic criticism. (2)
Of course, not all of these appraisals were positiv e; howev er, the majority of these
critics encouraged their readers to re-v iew and reinterpret the film s many ideas.
These interpretiv e acts mov ed the discussion of the film to smaller, discoursespecific audiences and asked them to ex amine the critical disputes ov er the film s
thematic meanings. In this sense, academics hav e kept the discussion of the film
open. This recursiv e act (regarding one film) is at odds with the normativ e practices
of journalistic mov ie rev iewers, but academics, with some ex ceptions, hav e not
been ov ertly priv ileging their interpretations and practices ov er their journalistic
counterparts. Rather, academics hav e been engaging this film in true rhetorical
fashion by interpreting and arguing about this film to specific audiences in different
contex ts at particular times.
Because so much has been written about this film, the prospects of any work
promising a fresh interpretation may seem unpromising, so any new essay that
analy ses this film must selectiv ely take stock of ex isting scholarship in order to
forge new interpretiv e paths. For instance, critics hav e touched briefly on the
themes of spatiality and temporality , and of time s relationship to being. Y et most
critics hav e used these terms within a broad theoretical sphere without ex plicitly
framing their discussion within the Heideggerian and Nietzschean v iews related to
freedom, political power and ex istence. In addition, although others hav e written
with insight into the film s use of memories by focusing on the m thogenic powers
of imagery , this essay ex amines the film s assertions regarding the psy chody namic
connections between the mnemonic orientation and cognitiv e abilities of certain
characters, a focus that could help ex plain further the film s use of memories. My
hope is that this retrospectiv e will help readers comprehend the great ex tent to
which critics hav e tried to come to terms with Blade Runner s thematic ex pression
of imperialism and neo-colonialism, technology and classism, spatiality in relation
to temporality , and the ethics of personal heroism.

A Synopsis
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After twenty -fiv e y ears, many articles and repeated telev ision showings, a sy nopsis
of the film may seem unnecessary . But a brief account may help new v iewers
interested in joining the B rkean Parlor dedicated to understanding the film s
artistic significance. Blade R nner opens with an ex treme close-up of an ey e and an
ex pansiv e shot of fiery industrial smokestacks illuminating the nocturnal sky and
polluting the heav y air. As others hav e noted, this jux taposition establishes a frame
of reference that gov erns the film s many themes, a reference that fluctuates
between blindness and sight, uncertainty and actuality , obscurity and illumination.
The story is told on a phy sical and sy mbolic lev el, creating a world where fiction is
established as real and where reality is presented in a series of v iolent and
nightmarish acts. Here, a deeply flawed y et decent ex -police officer cum
ex ecutioner, Rick Deckard (Harrison Ford), is coerced back into serv ice to hunt and
terminate four fugitiv e replicants. These humanoids were manufactured as slav e
labour to help humans colonize space, and a handful of these replicants hav e
escaped to earth to confront their makers. As Deckard tracks these fugitiv es
(accompanied, in the original theatrical v ersion, by a Chandlerian v oice-ov er), they
search for answers about their creation. As the film ex plains, replicants were
engineered with ex plicit termination dates – a four-y ear life span – and their time is
lapsing. Although they were created by humans to resemble humans and imitate
human behav iour, replicants are treated as aliens, slav es who cannot participate in
the civ ic affairs of human society . Led by Roy Batty (Rutger Hauer), their ex istential
quest is presented as a search for greater personal freedoms, but their efforts lead to
a series of unsatisfactory confrontations with their makers. When Batty finally
confronts their patriarch, Dr. Eldon Ty rell (Joe Turkel), his request for “more life” is
rebuked sharply by Ty rell as a genetic impossibility . Batty treats his human-maker,
his god, Ty rell, as an antagonist and murders him by dramatically crushing his skull
with his bare hands.
In the film s ex istential framework, the ethical dimensions in which the characters
liv e are quite narrow. Characters are forced into accepting their social roles either
by genetic design, the dictums of commerce, or pressure from the police state. The
ex -policeman Deckard is shown as a deeply troubled man of practical wisdom. At
first, he refuses to track down these replicants, but the threats of his autocratic ex boss force him to take the assignment. His choice to be an ex ecutioner rather than a
www.sensesofcinema.com/2007/feature-articles/blade-runner/
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v ictim, howev er, still puts him in harm s way . As he chases these fugitiv es, he faces
numerous phy sical challenges: he is beaten, battered, and nearly killed. After three
replicants are retired and, after Ty rell is murdered, Batty confronts Deckard in the
stalwart y et decay ing Bradbury Building. This confrontation leads to Deckard s
defeat. Howev er, as Deckard is about to fall to his death, Batty spares his life. This
redemptiv e act giv es Deckard a new perspectiv e toward these machines and insight
into himself. With his new v ision, he decides to flee the city with Rachael, a special
replicant who had sav ed his life and with whom he has fallen in lov e.

An Existential Search, a Marxist Critique
As others hav e noted, Blade R nner lacks the ex plicit features of a conv entional
detectiv e my stery . Although there is no murder for Deckard to solv e, his pursuits
are rooted deeply within an ex istential rev olt against the social conditions under
which the characters liv e. The replicants return to earth seeking answers regarding
their creation. Their quest is framed by a Marx ist critique of capitalism as a
prov ider of prosperity and social order. This thematic jux taposition creates
interesting character contrasts. For instance, although Deckard has spiralled into an
emotional stasis, Batty is zealously bent on freeing himself from his genetically
predetermined serv itude. His impassioned search to ex tend his life is contrasted not
only with Deckard s own struggles, but with Rachael s desire to come out of her
blindness. Though they nev er meet, Batty and Rachael (Sean Y oung) become
spiritual counterparts. He is a hardened soldier who seeks to escape his slav ery ; she
is a poised y et v ulnerable ex perimental model who had been deceiv ed by Ty rell into
believ ing she was human. These comparisons help Blade R nner delv e into the
issues of alienation and indiv idual freedom so that we may critically ex plore a civ ic
world in which freedom has been forfeited by a political sy stem that ex ploits both
humans and humanoids. In this economy , replicants are disposable materials, and
their condition ex plains Batty s mindfulness of his impending death and his
relentless search for solutions to ex tend his life. Deckard s social position, howev er,
is only slightly better; the threats by Captain Bry ant (M. Emmett Walsh) rev eal
Deckard s subordinate status; he faces ex ecution if he does not ex ecute these
replicants. Here, the politics of economics and science dominate, and, in this
sy mbolic and phy sical univ erse, commerce and science hav e ev olv ed into a
hegemony that trades freedom for slav ery because these characters are prev ented
from comprehending reality and are forbidden from seeking independence. In this
moral climate, the Protagorean paradigm of man is the measure of all things is
conceiv ed as a Nietzschean power struggle between the master morality of humans
and the slav e morality of the replicants.

The Norm of Temporality and Spatiality
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These ethical dilemmas play out within a broadly defined postmodern env ironment.
Plenty has been written about the mesmerizing art and production design created
by Dav id Sny der and Laurence G. Paull. (3) The city s architecture is a confluence of
high-tech and ambient sky scrapers jux taposed with (as Kael and others hav e noted)
the ancient neo-May an designs of the Ty rell Corporation s building. Initially , these
contrasts may seem like capricious jux tapositions that ex ist as part of an aleatoric
postmodern sy stem that fav ours randomness and chance, but scrutiny rev eals that
the mix of ancient, contemporary and futuristic designs not only imposes a sense of
hierarchy and majesty , but creates a sy nthetic env ironment that links the past,
present and future. This particular postmodern v ision not only represents a
sy mbolic culture composed of and strengthened by div ersity but also helps dev elop
the thematic issues of temporality and spatiality . Scott wants us to think about the
interaction between character and env ironment, so he focuses on towering
sky scrapers, floating v ehicles and blimps to illustrate how a highly commercialised
society ex ploits space. But the agents of capitalism aren t alone in controlling the
skies: the police hov er in the air, monitoring the streets from abov e.
When we ex amine this sy mbolic culture more closely , we begin to understand that
Scott s v isual thesis is not just interested in the issues of spatiality but ex amines how
capitalism helps gov ern a large, multiethnic population. Blade Runner illustrates
how a highly alienating commercial culture ex ploits and v ictimizes its inhabitants.
The city beneath the monolithic Ty rell Corporation is a highly decentered space
saturated by kitschy Coke commercials and aural appeals to liv e and work in outer
space (emitted from a blimp, no less). This commercial culture assaults its
inhabitants to the point where people hav e become desensitised, and in the midst of
this kind of loud and trashy commercialism is a strange nostalgia for old clothing
and old music. Working within this postmodern pastiche is the Marx ist concept of
commodit fetishism.
In Marx s perspectiv e, capitalist economies tend to measure human v alue in terms
of their productiv ity . Marx further argues that workers often transpose their v alue
to the v ery products they make. Here, it s quite clear that different people hav e had
a hand in creating these machines. For instance, Hannibal Chew (James Hong)
claims to hav e made Batty s ey es, and J. F. Sebastian (William Sanderson) states that
he helped create Batty . But, according to the film, this kind of production has
blinded these characters to the ov erall v alue of these humanoids because these
labourers hav e transposed their own v alue to only the parts they hav e made.
Because of this circumstance, Chew and (to some ex tent) Sebastian are incapable of
seeing these replicants as more than the sum of their labours. This kind of blindness
is at the v ery root of their own social alienation and the basis of the ex ploitation of
the replicants.
Although humanity s role in the colonization of outer space is not clearly ex plained,
we understand that man s ambition has carried him bey ond the spheres of earth. In
this spatial leap to implement a v aguely defined interstellar manifest destiny , man
has become the master; replicants, the slav es. As the film ex plains, these new
frontiers and markets hav e relied on slav e labour to help create those spaces. These
political circumstances adv ance Scott s ex istential concerns regarding the
condition of freedom for replicants who ex ist in themselves for humans, but who,
ultimately , wish to ex ist for themselves as autonomous, free subjects.
The film dev elops the issue of spatiality in other thematic way s. For instance, the
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metropolis is busy with people, and the interior of people s homes is filled with
heirlooms, toy s and other objects. Kauffmann pointed out the irony that
the streets are choking; even apartments, except for one tycoon s residence,
are cluttered, as if people feel uneasy w ith roominess. The Space Age has
brought, in personal reaction, an aversion to space. (4)
Scott s jux taposition of space and time introduces the thematic relationship
between spatiality and temporality and how this relationship influences the
consciousness and the actions of the characters. Wide space does characterize
Ty rell s office especially in the scene in which Deckard interrogates Rachael. In their
initial meeting, Deckard and Rachael are far apart – ev en in binary positions as
interrogator and replicant – but their pairing forces us to consider other
probabilities for their relationship especially because he does not capture or kill
her.
After Rachael returns to Deckard s apartment, Scott lingers on familial objects, such
as old pictures on a piano. This mise en scène suggests Deckard s heritage as well as
his isolation. This motif carries ov er into the numerous toy s and robots (simple
companions to fill a lonely man s life) that inhabit Sebastian s place until Batty , Leon
Kowalski (Brion James) and Pris (Dary l Hannah) occupy his house. The relationship
between space and time is cry stallized in the character of Sebastian, a y oung man
who suffers from an incurable disease that ages his body . And man s relationship
with time is dramatically heightened in v arious other way s. More pressingly , lack of
time and thoughts of mortality are what driv e Batty to seek Ty rell. Time, again, is
brought up when Deckard surmises that Gaff (Edward James Olmos) spared
Rachael s life because of her four-y ear life span (Gaff is wrong, we are told), and
Deckard references lov e and time in the film s closing scene when he escapes with
Rachael. These character distinctions, among others, help us construe that thoughts
of spatiality and, especially , temporality not only occupy the anima of these
characters but play a large part in their actions. For Batty , in particular, time is the
primary object of interrogation because time gov erns Dasein. All of these traits
suggest the Heideggerian notion that humans can mov e through and control space
but cannot gov ern or influence time. Although Batty struggles against the social
determinism that has gov erned his creation, he concedes as he is dy ing that he is
controlled by a temporal order and must take his place in the succession of time as a
mortal artefact.

The Ethics of Personal Heroism: Agent as Subject, Object

History teaches us that fascist cultures fav our binaries ov er pluralities. Deckard s
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moral choice to be a killer rather than a v ictim is but one ex ample among many of
how these characters are caught between ex treme positions. His dilemma is that he
either faces his own ex ecution or be killed pursuing these fugitiv es. Deckard s
protagonism is based not so much on classical definitions of v alour but on his
struggle for surv iv al. Under these circumstances, the film portray s Deckard in
v ary ing states of agency and passiv ity . His agency is rev ealed in his phy sical
actions: his inv estigation, interrogations, ex ecutions and his ev entual rescue of
Rachael.
As we follow Deckard, we also follow the objects of his search: Leon, Pris and Batty .
Their status as commercial objects establishes them as slav es. Howev er, their acts
of resistance transform them from objects to subjects. Because of their afflictions,
they seek their makers to discov er a cure, but as they meet their makers (and dislike
the answers they receiv e), they kill them – Chew, Sebastian and Ty rrell. Clearly ,
their sense of self is defined by their intensiv e and combativ e relationships with the
state and their corporate agents. Howev er, Blade Runner asks the question: how
does one escape these binaries? How does one transcend social determinism? The
film argues that transformation inv olv es personal redemption, and redemption lies
in not eliminating y our enemies but altering them by acts of mercy and, perhaps,
dev eloping an empathic understanding for them. For instance, Deckard s
transformation from an ex ecutioner to the moral agent who rescues Rachael occurs
because of two remarkable and unex pected acts of empathy : Batty spares Deckard s
life and Gaff spares Rachael s. Although Batty spends the majority of the film try ing
to find answers to ex tend his life, he realizes by the film s end that the future is
closed to him and that he cannot liv e bey ond his purpose. Although he has
murdered many people, Batty redeems himself by accepting his mortality and by
sparing his ex ecutioner; at the moment he sav es Deckard, perhaps for the first time
in the film, Batty sees a world that ex ists outside of his own needs.
Scott dramatically heightens Batty s dilemma by sy nthesizing Christian sy mbolism
with v ary ing ex istential themes. A modern audience might admire Batty s will to flee
the confinements of slav ery and perhaps sy mpathize with his ex istential struggle to
liv e. Initially , howev er, his desire to liv e is subsumed by his desire for power to
ex tend his life. Why ? In Heidegger s v iew, because death inev itably limits the
number of choices we hav e, freedom is earned by properly concentrating on death.
Thoughts of mortality giv e us a motiv e for taking life seriously . Batty s status as a
slav e identifies him as an object, but his ill to po er casts him as an agent and
subject in the Nietzschean sense. His phy sical and psy chological courage to rebel is
dev eloped as an ethical principle in which he rev olts against a social order that has
conspired against him at the genetic, cultural and political lev els. In Heidegger s
v iew, Batty s willingness to defy social conformity allows for him to authentically
pursue the meaning of his ex istence bey ond his programming as a soldier.
Confronting his makers becomes part of his quest, but killing them marks his failure
to transcend his own nature.
After locating Ty rell, Batty stands before his creator and proceeds to ask him
questions, questions for which there are no satisfactory answers. Then, he uses his
status to make demands, demands for which there are no acceptable compromises.
Finally , after understanding that he has no ability to transcend his material
ex istence, Batty – in a shocking scene – v iolently kills Ty rell, piercing Ty rell s ey es
with his thumbs and crushing his skull. By killing his master, Batty ev olv es from the
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slav e to the slay er, but this act of sav agery only signifies that his world is closing
and that, at a materialistic lev el, he has failed to transcend his limitations. But in his
final scene, with his hand pierced by a rusty nail and after chasing Deckard, Batty
realizes that he is consigned to dwell in this failure. But as he watches Deckard
struggle for his life, Batty decides to spare Deckard in one final act of mercy . Then,
he humbly recounts and illustrates some brief “moments” from his life, imagistic
references to his life as a slav e and his ex periences in space. We assume, of course,
that these memories are real. As Batty accepts his deliv erance through death, he
releases a Dov e, an act that sy mbolizes his transcendence.
With his life spared, Deckard gains further insight to the moral condition of these
slav es, an insight that transports him from his isolation to his communion with
Rachael. Initially , the film treats the natural and artificial as contraries, but the film
mov es bey ond this binary by hav ing the human Deckard escape this env ironment
with Rachael. We are told early on that Rachael is special, an enhanced model not
constrained by a four-y ear life span. Although all replicants are self-reflectiv e (they
know what they are), Rachael initially is not. Programmed to believ e she is human,
Rachael emerges from her blindness with Deckard s help by accepting her less than
human essence. Although Deckard s growing concern and loy alty to her reenergizes his passion for life, their relationship illustrates the interrelation of the
natural and artificial.

Natural and Artificial: Ars Memorati a

This relationship between the natural and artificial is carried into the film s use of
memories. (5) When replicants were initially constructed, they could not associate
their present ex periences with any other temporal or ex periential contex t.
Consequently , replicants would fall into deep psy chosis, unable to manage the
simultaneous creation of thought and memory . As Ty rell ex plains, artificial
memories were then giv en to replicants to “cushion” their responses – to regulate
and control them. Despite the artificiality of these memories, replicants grew to
depend on them, learn from them, need them. Artificial memories allowed them to
grow feelings and dev elop an inner life.
Both Marleen Barr and Gloria Pastorino hav e ex plained the relationship between
www.sensesofcinema.com/2007/feature-articles/blade-runner/
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m thogen and identity dev elopment. Here, I add another thematic purpose for the
use memories bey ond its status as a reserv oir of my th. The cognitiv e capacity of
each of the main characters is influenced directly by their mnemonic orientation. In
Rachael s case, her memories are actual human memories (from Ty rell s niece).
When Deckard applies the V oight-Kampff test, Rachael is able to parry and thrust
with the skilled inv estigator, and her answers prov ide abstract insights into family
and culture. In many way s, Rachael s adv anced status allows her to approx imate
human behav iour better than other replicants because she believes she is human.
Later on, after Deckard rev eals Ty rell s deception, Rachael takes refuge at Deckard s
apartment. In a difficult but beautiful scene, Rachael remembers music lessons (in
Greek m thos, Memory is the mother of the Muses). Though she ex presses doubts
about the authenticity of her “lessons”, she reads music and play s the piano (a piano
is a “machine”, as Jacques Barzun reminds us), try ing to figure out if her artificial
memories matter. We equate her musical inclination as a sign of a gifted mind able
to grasp the delicate balance between the patterns of thought and harmonies of
sound. Rachael has a strong acoustical memory , and this mnemonic emphasis is
play ed out in Batty as well. Though Rachael understands the performativ e nature of
music, Batty is mindful of the poetic mov ement of language. He is an eloquent,
rhapsodic figure with a memory for poetry , a mind for words, and a taste for
v iolence. His poetic prose and rhetorical flair is matched by his fluid mov ements
and action. Though he has been called the cinema s archety pal Ary an superman,
Batty is cast as a neo-Renaissance figure – a poet and a killer.
Although both Rachael and Batty hav e a mnemonic orientation that focuses on a
semantic understanding of acoustical episteme (cadence, rhy thm), Leon, by
contrast, possesses a memory for things or ex ternal objects. Quite interestingly ,
his imagistic or iconic orientation results in a lack of fluency and sophistication, a
condition that represents a subordinate state of mind—a slav e consciousness. For
instance, when Holden (Morgan Paull) giv es Leon the V oight-Kampff test, Leon can
manage only disjointed answers, and when his triv ial elaborations fail, he collapses
into v iolence. Although the fragile psy chody namics of Leon s mind compel him to
cling to photographs, Batty , on the other hand, has no affinity for pictures. In an
early scene, he mocks Leon s obsession after he failed to retriev e his photos before
Deckard seized them. Rachael, as well, discards her photo after she is confronted
with the knowledge that she is a replicant. Their dissociation not only rejects
imagistic objects but rejects the entire memory sy stem based on false imagery .
And what about Deckard? Despite the pictures adorning his apartment, his only use
for photographs is as forensic ev idence in his inv estigation. Deckard s mnemonic
orientation is quite different from Leon, Batty and Rachael s. Although his v oiceov ers fit into the conv ention of detectiv e narrativ es, we may believ e that his mind is
oriented by v ary ing degrees of speaking (acoustics) and writing (object-oriented).
Though no one would confuse Deckard s musings with the tradition of the Homeric
bards, Deckard is Blade Runner s story teller. In hardboiled fashion, his v oice-ov ers
are personal and social; they are ex pository , interrogativ e and, essentially ,
rhetorical, all of which rev eal the psy chody namics of his actions and the
measurement of his growth – giv ing insight into his awareness, character, and
ev olv ing consciousness. As others hav e noted, Deckard speaks to us, “reading” his
thoughts and recording his v ocabulary in narrativ e form. His oral performance
seems to be deriv ed from a literate though not a poetic mind. Although we see
www.sensesofcinema.com/2007/feature-articles/blade-runner/
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Deckard reading a newspaper, the milie of the future remains an oral society –
where the spoken word is giv en primacy through its poetic power. For these
characters, language is an ex istential concern; it is an opening into reality , a way of
comprehending social standing and a means of arguing for freedom.

Scott s Stand
In the last twenty -fiv e y ears, the liv ely discussions regarding this film hav e
resonated far bey ond the narrow readings of journalistic rev iewers. Careful critics,
academics and dedicated fans hav e ex tended Blade R nner s life by analy sing and
discussing its aesthetic merits and philosophical arguments. Critics such as Bruno,
Leonard G. Heldreth and C. Carter Colwell hav e shown that Scott s directorial efforts
create harmony between the work of Paull, Douglas Trumbull (a special
photographic effects superv isor), director of photography Jordan Cronenwenth,
and scriptwriters Dav id Peoples and Hampton Fancher, a circumstance that refutes
the initial criticism that Scott fav oured sty le ov er substance. Scott cares deeply
about the connection between character and consequence, the env ironment and
identity , the natural order and the human need for artificial enhancements.

In the original theatrical release, Deckard s dehumanised state implied that he
resembled a replicant and suggested that he may be the prey that he is hunting. This
irony was nev er fully dev eloped because Deckard s dehumanised state is initially
meant to encourage the audience to grapple with whether his biological orientation
– and his humanity – matter at all. Howev er, because Deckard is human, his
alienation not only represents man s lack of fullness but sy mbolizes humanity s fall.
Although Deckard s fall is redeemed by Batty s redemptiv e act and Deckard s effort
to sav e Rachael, Deckard s growth, in a larger sense, allows for the redemptiv e
nature of humans. In this contex t, Blade R nner seems to be arguing that mankind
needs artificial assistance to realize its full human potential. In this dy stopia,
Deckard – the human –ov ercomes his alienation by uniting with Rachael, an object
of science, because he needs artificial cultiv ation to regain his humanity and
achiev e wholeness.
Howev er, in separate statements and interv iews, Scott has stated definitiv ely that
Deckard is a replicant. Of course, directors are free to make their own artistic
choices and there are plenty of reasons for v iewers to interpret the film in Scott s
way . (6) But Scott s directorial intent isn t quite consistent with the rest of the story .
For instance, Deckard s dehumanised state rather than his definitiv e status as a
replicant coheres better with the film s most important points. Thematically ,
Fancher and Peoples script argues that binaries (such as the natural and artificial)
are tentativ e in their orientation and often collapse into sy mbiosis – that the natural
www.sensesofcinema.com/2007/feature-articles/blade-runner/
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(Deckard) and artificial (Rachael) ex ist in a dialectical relationship – as human and
machine. Deckard and Rachael s departure signifies that their world is composed of
suffering, blindness and unfulfilled desires, a world that does not allow for a just man
and woman to ex ist, so they must flee as fugitiv es and transgress their env ironments
in order to unite. As a thematic argument, this sy nthesis of science and humanity is
more compelling than Scott s interpretation that pits machines against humans
without resolv e.

Why We are Fascinated
The academic fascination with Blade Runner is ex plained by three prominent
reasons. First, Scott s film possesses themes of enduring v alue: the practical and
philosophical search for the meaning of ex istence, knowledge of the brev ity of life,
and the important distinctions between illusion and reality – themes which are
placed within mankind s dramatic struggle to rediscov er its own humanity . Second,
Blade Runner also asks us to contemplate the profound affiliation between memory ,
knowledge, and identity , an affiliation that academics, regardless of discipline, study
and teach in some fashion. Third, as a work of art, Blade Runner prov ides us with
arresting images of dark, “terrible beauty ”, as Dempsey noted twenty -fiv e y ears ago.
These v iv id images ask us to contemplate a dy ing culture in which the characters
who demonstrate the most intensity and understanding for life are not human
beings at all. The fragmentation, decenteredness, and displaced morality , all of
these characteristics are caused by a deeply flawed commingling of
multiculturalism, capitalism and fascist politics. Not without irony , this film doesn t
endorse the postmodern world in which the characters inhabit. Rather, this film
indicts the v ery world it so breathtakingly portray s. When we measure these ironies
with the film s ly ricism, we realize that Blade Runner, like the v ery best films, was
meant to be preserv ed in our memories. Ov er the y ears, academics, careful critics
and fans hav e looked for way s to keep the discussion of this film open, bringing a
sorely needed interdisciplinarity to their acts of interpretation. These critical
inquiries fostered good critical will, opened new boundaries, and ex panded the
potential for multidisciplinarial insight to new audiences. Twenty -fiv e y ears later, in
the midst of our activ ities, Blade Runner passes before our ey es, and we are still
compelled to pay close attention.
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Endnotes
1 . This retrospectiv e focuses m ostly on academ ic efforts. Academ ics, for the m ost part,
hav e m ore tim e to write critical essay s than m ov ie critics. Equally im pressiv e are
the collectiv e efforts produced in the public sphere. Independent critics and fans who
hav e posted their interpretiv e efforts on the internet deserv e their own retrospectiv e
as well. Certainly , Matt Hills essay in The Blade Runner E perience (2 005) breaks
down the distinctions between academ ic and fan-based interpretations, and
problem atises the distinctions between cultish fans and cultish academ ics.
2 . According to Variet , this long recov ery appears to hav e com pelled Warner Bros. to
release Blade Runner: the Final Cut later this y ear. Reportedly , a new v ersion of the
film will receiv e a lim ited theatrical release. My response to this news is sim ple: a
phenom enon so persistent as Blade Runner deserv es not only a new theatrical
audience but m ore critical consideration as well.
3 . Blade Runner s “look” has m any contributors, including Sy d Mead, but the
cum ulativ e efforts of ev ery one are too m any to list here.
4 . Stanley Kauffm ann, “Blade Runner”, in Field of Vie : Film Criticism and Comment
(New York: PAJ, 1 9 86 ), p. 1 00.
5. In classical studies, m em ory is div ided into two areas, according to the Rhetorica ad
Herennium: “natural m em ory is what is engrafted in our m inds […] artificial
m em ory is a m em ory strengthened or confirm ed by training.”
6 . In a later edition of the film , a sequence inv olv ing Deckard s dream of a unicorn was
added to correspond with Gaff s creation of an origam i unicorn. This relationship
im plies strongly that Gaff knows about Deckard s dream s because Deckard is a
replicant. In addition, m uch has been m ade about the glowing ey es of certain
replicants. No doubt, Batty and Rachael s ey es reflect candle flam es and kitchen
lights, as do Deckard s in one key scene when he stands with Rachael facing his
kitchen. Rather than signify their replicant status, the incandescent ey es m ay serv e
as a point of irony rather than a point of identity – that those figures with
illum inated or heav ily reflected ey es are lim ited in their sight or are som ewhat
blind in their knowledge.
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